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Introduction

Process-centered Software Engineering Environments (PSEEs) guide human beings in the execution of
the structured, cooperative activities pertaining to the complex domain of software development. PSEEs
exploit some form of process model. A process model is a formal description of the various steps that
must be carried out by process agents, i.e. members of the software development organization in order
to pursue its objectives.
A critical problem for PSEEs is the de nition of a proper interaction metaphor between the system
and the users. In some cases, PSEEs are not fully accepted in industrial contexts because they are
perceived to be too prescriptive and too limiting of the freedom of human actors. The user interaction
metaphor plays an important role in the establishment of this perception. To make a system successful,
this metaphor has to be intuitive and easy to grasp. Moreover, it must provide human actors with an
e ective visualization of the state of the software process. In other words, it has to let human actors
ll process aware. Indeed, the user interaction environment should be exible enought to support all the
viewpoints di erent users have on the process [1, 2].
As discussed in [6], MOOs [3, 8] can provide interesting mechanisms to de ne user interaction
metaphors for PSEEs. MOOs are Object-Oriented programming and execution environments that support the creation of virtual environments where multiple users can interact. MOOs have been designed
for entertainment and socialization within connected and distributed communities of heterogeneous users.
Indeed, they enable the de nition of a very intuitive metaphor also for other kinds of cooperative applications [7, 5]. Within a virtual environment, users can move in a set of virtual rooms interconnected
through doors and containing objects. Users are allowed to explore the contents of rooms, create and
manipulate objects, contact other users who are visiting the same room, and { under certain conditions
{ extend and enrich the virtual environment as a whole.
By mapping the important concepts of processes (tasks, roles, artifacts, relationship among tasks) into
rooms, objects, and the other elements typical of MOOs, it is possible to create a virtual environment in
which process agents can accomplish tasks { either autonomously or cooperating with other agents { in
an intuitive way.
In this paper we present our experience in using MOOs to implement a prototype of a PSEE that
o ers multiple views over the enacted software process; since all the views are constructed as portions of
a virtual environment, they present particularly intuitive interaction metaphors to the users of the PSEE.
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2.1

Developing a PSEE by Exploiting MOOs
Mapping software process concepts onto MOOs

The most fundamental issue in developing a user interaction metaphor based on MOOs for a PSEE is
certainly the de nition of a proper mapping of the basic concepts found in processes (artifacts, tasks,
roles, etc.) into the main elements of MOOs (rooms, objects, characters, etc.).
A rst possible mapping is the one proposed in PROMO [6], in which rooms in the MOO represent
tasks in the process, the connections among rooms represent the precedence relationships that hold
between tasks, and the objects that can be located in a room represent either the artifacts that are being
used or created, or the tools used to operate on artifacts. The user can navigate through the resulting
virtual environment, can create and modify process artifacts by exploiting the tools available in each
rooms, and can move process artifacts through the rooms. All movements are regulated by a number
of constraints that are checked each time an item (either users or artifacts) passes through a door. The
constraints implement the data and control ow rules of the given process. We call this way of representing
the process task{centered. We argue that a task{centered representation, while on the one hand clearly
shows to process agents the logical structure of the process in terms of its tasks, on the other hand is not
sucient to provide a high level of process awareness, since it fails to cover other important viewpoints
over the process. For instance, it does not convey information about the assignments of process agents
to the various tasks and artifacts. Moreover, it does not show the structure and the state of the product
being developed, with its various components.
We envisage that to augment process awareness two other mappings can be added to a task{centered
view over the process, resulting in views that focus on those other important aspects: the workspace{
centered view and the artifact{centered view. These mappings have been also discussed in [6] in a preliminary way.
In the workspace{centered view, the rooms in the virtual environment represent the workspaces where
process agents work. A workspace contains all the artifacts the corresponding human agent (or a collaborating group of agents) is working on, together with the tools employed. Artifacts and tools are collected
on top of desktops within the workspace, and each desktop is associated to a task to be executed. The
connections among rooms represent the organizational structure of the project team. The constraints attached to the entrances of workspaces can be used to enforce speci c privileges and permissions, according
to the user roles de ned in the process.
In the artifact{centered view, rooms and connections among rooms represent the breakdown structure
of the product being developed, thus emphasizing the composition relationships between the various
product parts. In particular, MOO rooms represent nodes of the product breakdown structure (i.e. a
part of the overall product) and exits leading from room to room correspond to the connections among
nodes (i.e. the composition relationships between product parts). The rooms can also be used to store
the various versions of the same software artifact. For space reasons we do not further discuss about this
view in the rest of the paper.
2.2

Building the Process and its Views

Our prototype exploits a MOO system to construct a virtual environment where a software process is
both modeled and enacted. To specify a process model the process engineer enters in a special room
called Process Repository and exploits the tools associated with that room to de ne tasks, artifacts,
precedence relationships among tasks, roles covered by the human agents participating in the process,
tools and resources used in the process. The operations performed by the process engineer result in the
population of the Process Repository with process data and in the generation and furnishing of new sets
of rooms that de ne the three views outlined above.
Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the virtual environment created for an interactive code inspection
process (see [9]). All the elements appearing in each virtual environment fragment corresponding to a
view are MOO objects that constitute the images of some process description objects kept in the Process
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Figure 1: A snapshot of the virtual environment for the code inspection process.
Repository. The image objects within each view provide to human agents information about the process
and its state in accord with the interaction metaphor associated with the view.
2.3

Executing the Process

In any PSEE, when the process is enacted, new task instances are created and executed, roles are assigned
to the project team members, product artifacts are created and manipulated, etc. In our system, this
is rei ed as a modi cation of the virtual environment. In some cases this modi cation a ects even the
topology of the virtual environment. For instance, a new room is created in the task-centered view when
a new task is instantiated, or in the workspace-view when a team member is assigned to a role. This
evolution of the virtual environment topology is necessary to keep track of the dynamicity of the process.
However, it is also necessary to keep distinct the process model de ned at design{time from the process
enacted at run{time (i.e. to capture both the type and instance levels of the process description).
We have resolved this problem by introducing the concept of inner room. In particular, our prototype
creates new rooms representing instances of tasks inside the room representing the corresponding task
or or workspaces for new users in the room for the corresponding role. This guarantees that changes in
the topology of the virtual environment are kept local to each outer (type) room and are not confusing
to human agents whenever they want to focus just on the static structure of the process model. Figure 2
shows an example in which rooms Inspection and Resolution contain two and one inner rooms, respectively. Those represent di erent instantiations of the Inspection and Resolution tasks that operate on
di erent artifacts. The connection between Inspection and Resolution, which represents a precedence
relationship between the corresponding tasks, is also rei ed at the instance level through a connection
between I1 (that represents the inspection of module moduleA.c) and R1 (that represents the resolution
meeting corresponding to the same module).
Another important aspect related with the enactment of the process is that in a multi{view environment like ours all data and images must always be kept mutually consistent. During process enactment,
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Figure 2: Details of the Inspection and Resolution tasks.
whenever a human agent performs an operation upon an image object from within a view, this operation
is delegated to the corresponding object in the Process Repository, thus ensuring that any variation in the
appearance, location or behavior of an image is properly re ected in the state of the Process Repository
data and propagated to the corresponding images in the other views. For instance, if a user walks into
an inspection room and starts operating on the artifacts contained in that room, not only the state of all
concerned objects in the Process Repository are updated; also the workspace{centered view is automatically changed, since the system places a new desktop in the oce of that user and puts on that desktop
all the artifacts he/she is working on as well as necessary tools and resources to carry out that work.
A longer discussion about the interaction metaphors of the views and inter{view consistency aspects
is presented in [4] and will be the subject of a further publication.
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Discussion

Our research has produced a prototype that exploits MOOs for the description and support of processcentered environments according to multiple viewpoints. The immersive nature of a MOO{based PSEE,
coupled with the ability to o er a number of di erent viewpoints over the process are the most important
bene cial aspects we notice.
MOO systems, however, present a number of intrinsic hindering limitations. First of all, existing
MOOs do not provide mechanisms for managing multiple views. A more sophisticated implementation
of the MOO database, supporting natively standard viewing mechanisms (as those o ered by other
OODBMS like O2 [10]) would be clearly bene cial and would avoid the need to implement views on
purpose { like we had to do { by replicating objects and developing ad hoc consistency mechanisms.
MOOs are { by their very nature { eminently self{contained systems. All the tools employed by
users to carry out some work are usually de ned, implemented and operated within the boundaries of
the MOO programming and execution environment. In order to support the work of the users in a
natural and e ective way, an appropriate and exhaustive integration framework for legacy tools must be
conceived. For example, PROMO suggests to exploit the MOO client{server architecture and to build
special MOO clients that work as bridges or proxies between the MOO core and external applications.
This represents a low{level control integration mechanism. Also, it might be useful to provide MOOs
with some facilities to access data produced by other applications (data integration). Compliance of
MOO systems to middleware standards { which is nowadays a common interoperability solution { should
also be carefully analyzed and evaluated.
Working within a MOO is also often not as easy and natural as one would expect, because of the
lack of adequate user interfaces. Originally, virtual environments o ered simple textual user interfaces.
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Then, as an e ect of their growing popularity, numerous user{friendlier interface paradigms have been
conceived and explored, leading to numerous graphic, hypermedia, multimedia, Virtual Reality (VR)
and WWW{based systems. However, even with these advancements, the Human{Computer Interaction
mechanisms of MOOs are still somewhat disappointing: for example, VR interfaces tend still to be too
demanding with respect to client resources. Hypermedia interfaces, instead, are eminently static, i.e. do
not support automatic noti cation to the client whenever a change occurs in the environment.
Our current research work is focused on reengineering our proof{of{concepts prototype to overcome
the limitations of the MOO platform upon which we based our experimentation. In this reegineering
activity we are also evaluating the possibility of superimposing the generic virtual environment interaction
metaphor as well as the mappings we have devised for our process views upon existing commercial process
support systems.
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